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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Flor María Cadena Erazo has contributed to the dictionary with 23 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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besar con los ojos abiertos
Kiss with your eyes open: loves you very little, this type of Kiss can occur when the relationship as a couple recently is
giving, and the love between them is just starting to emerge.

cérvix
Cervix is the lower part of the uterus, is located at the end or at the bottom of the vagina.

conocimiento científico
scientific knowledge is incorrectly written and it should be written as "scientific knowledge" to be its
meaning:<br>Scientific knowledge is the set of facts that we can verify and sustain them on evidence collected by the
scientific theories

contsultatu
contsultatu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kontsultatu" as meaning:<br>Kontsultatu of the
Basque-speaking to Spanish means see, watch, investigate

darse de bruces
Tripped face with something or alguienDarse ( verb ) give someone something or someone ( HAPPEN ) One thing
happen.

holografico
holographic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it holography" being its meaning:<br>holography s. f.
photographic technique that allows to obtain a total illusion of three-dimensionality through optical effect caused by a
laser beam. Manual of the Vox Spanish language dictionary. © 2007 Larousse Editorial, S.L.

ilga
The acronym means: International Lesbian and Gay Association International Association of gays and lesbians
International Association of gay and lesbian

indigentes
Indigence ( from the latin indigentia ) It is the lack of means to satisfy basic needs ( food, clothing, etc.  ). The person
suffering poverty is known as indigent. Lack of income is one of the main characteristics of poverty

jaja
haha is a way of saying what funny or laugh at the reply received in the message

juan
juan1.1.Nombre line Masculinobolmexsoldado. This religious name means faithful to God man be ( or walk ) between
San Juan and Mendoza [a thing or a person] in an ambiguous situation and complicated solution.  " inadvertently
account was with two friends at the same time, was between San Juan and Mendoza and didn't know what to do "

lamer los labios
lick the lips is incorrectly written and it should be written as "lick" being its meaning:<br>verb transitivo1. Pass the



language by a cosa.2.formalTocar or rub [fluid] something near with softness.  " the river licked the grass of the Bank;
azulenca gas flame licks, slowly, the edges of the 34 stew;

nictophilia
correct writing Nyctophilia Nyctophilia is love for the darkness, or feel comfortable and relaxed in the dark

nilufer
Nilüfer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Nilüfer" being its meaning:<br>Turkish form of NiloferUso
languages which uses Niluferel name Nilüfer meaning: water lily or Lotus Flower

pisos turisticos
They are homes or apartments that are leased or are given for rent for vacation or for short periods of time to tourists. In
2016, squares in holiday apartments exceeded for the first time to the hotels in the major urban centres.

plata dulce
Sweet silver is a film argentina 1982 dramatica-historica comedy directed by Fernando Ayala and Juan José Jusid and
starring Federico Luppi, Julio de Grazia and Gianni Lunadei. It was released on July 8 of that year and received the
silver Condor for best film in 1983. The story takes place during the last military dictatorship in argentina ( 1976 - 1983 ).
The film provides a social and political criticism against the then regime, focusing on the years of the financial
denominadapatria. During this period trade union rights were abolished and fell the industry, as banks increased and
foreign debt increased almost exponentially.

putival
Puti val are access to videos page

que es katzar
katzar is URDU language to translate in Spanish is dogs

que sinifica umm
that means umm is improperly written and it should be written as "ummm" being its meaning:<br>Ummm is express or
lament that something it could not be

rally
rally1.Nombre sports masculinoPrueba of speed and endurance for vehicles of any type, usually motorcycles and
automobiles, that develops in highways, roads and difficult tracks, and consists of travel a particular route through
various tests or controls and not to exceed the limits of a preset time; usually played by stages.  " rally requires great
physical strength; rally driver

sailama rrama qui
rrama qui sailama is incorrectly written, and should be written as "saitama" being its meaning:<br>to define meanings
Uds request young people give me the complete sentence where are the words, often changing the Spanish by
abbreviating it correct word must be SAITAMA

subditos
subjects is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Subjects" being its meaning:<br>Minion is who is subject to the



authority of a superior and is obliged to obey. The concept is used to name the citizen of a nation that must submit to the
political authorities

turanbul
turanbul is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tarambul" as meaning:<br>It is a fictional town in the book * the
worst Lady in the world * hinojosa Fransisico writer

xisco
xisco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xisco - Francisco" being its meaning:<br>Xisco is a shortened
variant of FranciscoSe origenSignificado name is an alias or nickname whose origin is catalan. It is one of the forms of
affection with which is known to the Franciscos,


